Composite "graphene nanoplatelets — fluorine-containing polyamide": synthesis, properties and quantum-chemical simulation of electroconductivity
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Considered in the article is the basic possibility of increasing of electric conductivity of thermostable fluorine-containing aromatic polyamide by its doping with graphene platelets. The raised concentration of a conducting graphene phase (78 wt.%) in the top layer ( ~ 50 μm) of the film composite is established. The microstructure of cross-section of the film and topography of its surface are studied by SEM and AFM. Corresponding volt-ampere characteristics are resulted. Carried out here are quantum-chemical calculations of model system "a polyamide fragment + graphene strip": localization of boundary and close molecular orbitals in the composite and also distribution of spin density of the composite in electric field. Conductivity of the composite is explained within the framework of stacking interaction between π-systems of the polymer and graphene.
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Рассмотрена принципиальная возможность повышения электропроводимости термостойкого фторсодержащего ароматического полиамида путём его дозирования пластинками графена. Установлена повышенная концентрация (78 масс.%) проводящей фазы графена в верхнем слое (~ 50 μм) полимерного композита. Использованы SEM и AFM, изучена макроструктура поперечного сечения пленки и топография его поверхности. Приведены соответствующие вольт-амперные характеристики. Проведены квантово-химические расчёты модельной системы "фрагмент полиамида + графеновая полоса": локализация граничных и близких молекулярных орбиталей в композите, распределение спиновой плотности композита в электрическом поле. Проводимость композита объясняется в рамках стекинг-взаимодействия между π-системами полимера и графена.
Композит "нанопластики графену — фторованы поліамід": синтез, властивості та квантово-хімічне моделювання електропровідності. О.Д. Качковський, О.Л. Павленко, С.В. Шкрабко, М.П. Голій, О.П. Дмитренко, В.А. Сеник, Н.С. Смиртенко, В.В. Кременецький, О.О. Тарасюк, С.П. Розалєвський.

Розглянутю принципову можливість підвищення електропровідності термостійкого фторованого ароматичного поліаміду шляхом його доповнення смугами графену. Встановлено підвищену концентрацію провідної фази (78 мас.%) графену у верхньому шарі (~ 50 мкм) пілкового композиту. Використовуючи SEM і AEM, визначено мікроструктуру поперечного перерізу плівки і топографію його поверхні. Наведено відповідні вольт-амперні характеристики. Проведено квантово-хімічне розрахунки моделюючої системи "фрагмент поліаміду + графенова смугка": локалізація гіперспічних та біліх молекулярних орбіталей у композиті, розподіл щільності спіну композиту в електричному полі. Провідність композиту пояснюється у рамках стекінг-взникодії між π-системами полімеру і графену.

1. Introduction

Current-conducting materials on a polymeric base are of considerable interest for use in many practical applications, in particular, in electrical engineering, electronics and other areas as heaters, antistatic coatings, resistors etc. [1, 2]. To work out effective current-conducting materials, heat-resistant heterochain polymers: polyimides, aromatic polyamides, polyetherimides etc. are applied as polymeric matrices [3–5]. The development of functional materials with nanofillers is especially promising since the last have the properties different from these of compacted samples. In such nanomaterials the role of dimensional effects is especially considerable, as with reduction of the size of structural elements the interface role considerably increases and dimensional effects can bear quantum character [6]. Now intensive researches of graphene-quasi-two-dimensional (2D) material with unique properties that have predetermined its application in various areas of technics [7–10] are carried out.

The effective mass of carriers in graphene equals to zero that promotes the high mobility reaching 10^3–10^6 cm^2/V·s as well as ballistic character of conductivity at which carriers don't collide with the atoms located in points of a crystal lattice [7, 8]. These properties of graphene can be used for electrophysical properties of composites to modify. The use of graphene as nanofiller for composite, including, polymeric materials is of special interest. Doping of polymeric materials with graphene results in rising not only in electroconductivity but also appearing of new properties [11–14].

It should be noted that the influence of graphene as conducting filler on the properties of fluorinated heterochain polymers is practically not studied.

Therefore it was of interest to investigate the influence of graphene additives on electrophysical properties of the heat-resistant fluorinated aromatic polyamide which is dielectric in a non-doped condition.

The aim of the work is to study the possibility of increasing of electrophysical characteristics of heat-resistant aromatic fluorne-containing polyamide by its doping with multilayered graphene (graphene nanoplatelets) of various concentrations and also to carry out the simulation of conductivity of such composite by quantum-chemical method.

2. Experimental

To obtain composites, poly-layer graphene in the form of platelets (Industrial Grade Graphene Nanoplatelets, "Grafen Chemical Industries Co.", Ankara, Turkey) having the following characteristics [15] has been used (Table 1). The fluorinated polyamide PA-24 — poly(1-tetrafluoroethoxy-2,4-phenyleneisotolalamide) — the analogue of "Phenylone" has been synthesized from fluorne-containing diamine and isophthalic acid dichloride. The structural formula of the polymer and its some properties [16] is resulted below.
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Introduction of the fluorinated group lends big solubility in amide solvents to the polymer and raises ability to film forming. For unoriented films made of such polyamide tensile strength makes 68–78 MPa which is possible to raise to 117–127 MPa by orientation stretching. The films sustain multiple bending in liquid nitrogen medium (~196°C).
Fig. 1. Conducting graphene cluster in polyamide film (a): light area — polyamide film; dark one — graphene, topography (b) and cross-section profile 1–2 of composite top surface (c).

Table 1. Characteristics of graphene nanoplatelets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (optional), μm</td>
<td>5–44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen content, %</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity, %</td>
<td>96–99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area, m²/g</td>
<td>13–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness, nm</td>
<td>50–100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Properties of the fluorinated polyamide PA-24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of destruction beginning, °C</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, g/cm³</td>
<td>1.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength, MPa</td>
<td>117–127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical resistivity, Ω cm</td>
<td>2.7·10¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric loss angle tangent (10³ Hz)</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of a composite obtaining consists in pre-dispersing of the polymer solution in dimethylformamide with graphene sample within ultrasound (UZDN-2T disperser, Research-and-Production Enterprise "Akadempribor", Sumy, Ukraine, oscillation frequency — 22 kHz), film formation at 80 °C on the glass form during 3 h followed by heat fixing (the film ends are fixed in clips) at 150 °C to constant weight of the sample. The thickness of a film made ~ 140–150 μm.

Volt-ampere diagrams (VAD) have been defined at the specialized bench (the automated tester 14TKS-100, JSC "Testing Technology Center — Scientific and Production Association of Applied Mechanics", Zheleznogorsk, Russia). The values of voltage were raised step by step in 150 ms for each step and time of measurement 90 ms.

The structure of a surface of the composite and its cross-section were studied with
scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM-6490(LV) supplied with EDS local microanalyser. The surface morphology was investigated with atomic force microscope (AFM) NT-206 (Company with double liability "Microtestmachines", Gomel, Belarus) in a static mode.

3. Results and discussion

The image of graphene conducting cluster in the polyanide film at graphene concentration of 1 wt.% is presented in Fig. 1a.

Visually external surface of a film with the additive of 0.5 wt.% graphene is flat, bright, without ledges and hollows. The topography of the top part of the composite obtained with AFM in a static mode is presented in Fig. 1b. The surface roughness makes $R_a = 2.7 \text{ nm}$. The scatter of heights in the line of cross-section 1–2 makes 2.4–7.5 nm. The surface roughness of the composite from a substrate is much more pronounced and makes $R_a = 24.1–26.4 \text{ nm}$.

Shown in Fig. 2a are VADs of the initial film and the samples with 0.5 and 1.0 wt.% of graphene. The initial sample of polyanide is dielectric. Introduction of 0.5 wt.% of graphene promotes increase in conductivity of polyanide tenfold. The rise of graphene content to 1 wt.% increases conductivity by 100 as compared with non-modified sample. VADs of the film composites taken in gap geometry are linear dependences in logarithmic coordinates. At the gap geometry, unlike sandwich-geometry, the film is located between two contacts forming among themselves a gap. At that the width of a gap is not less than in 10 times smaller than the length of contact strips.

Resulted in Fig. 2b are VADs of the samples with the content of graphene 0.5 % (curve 1) and 1 wt.% (curve 2) taken in sandwich geometry. In VADs it is possible to distinguish two values (~9 V at curve 1, and 2 V at curve 2) of voltage whose further increase promotes sharp growth of composites conductivity. Thus, at larger graphene concentration...
a smaller voltage for activation of carriers and conductivity increase is required. Resulted in Fig. 2c is VAD of the sample of the composite in the form of a tablet with the content of graphene 43.5 wt.%. At such ratio of polyamide/graphene, conductivity practically raises by $10^6$ and polyamide from dielectric turns into conducting material having electrical resistivity ~ 2.67 $\Omega \cdot cm$.

It should be noted the following feature of conductivity of the composites obtained. The conductivity of the film from the top surface side has appeared to be higher (in 4 times) than from a substrate (Fig. 2d).

This fact can indicate that the content of current-conducting graphene is higher at the top side of the composite that promotes the formation of conducting cluster. On the other hand, the introduction of graphene particles results in nanostructuring of the conducting layer (a thickness ~ 50 $\mu m$) in such a way that compact packing of graphene platelets with a smaller dielectric layer between conducting phase is formed. In the layer with smaller electroconductivity (~ 100 $\mu m$) the polymeric "honeycomb" structure with smaller inclusions of a conducting phase is clearly visible. The microanalysis has shown that in the surface layer with larger conductivity the content of carbon makes about 78 % (wt.) whereas in the layer from a substrate side — 71–72 wt.%. The image of cross-section of the composite film in secondary electrons is resulted in Fig. 3.

To interpret experimental data obtained and to work out the assumption of electro-conductivity mechanism, quantum-chemical calculations of a monomer link, a fragment of the polyamide consisting of two monomer links and also model graphene strip have been carried out. The calculations of equilibrium geometry of cooperating objects (the fragments of polyamide and graphene strip) have been conducted by ab initio method DFT/6-31(d,p)/CAM-B3LYP (Gaussian 03 [19]) and simulation of the influence of electric field was realized within the limits of AM1 semi-empirical method.

As can be seen from the formula of an elementary polyamide link, its main part is the conjugate system consisting of two benzene rings which are positioned in meta-position in a chain and related with peptide bond –CO–NH–. At the same time $\pi$-electrons of carbonyl group C=O and unshared pair of electrons of –NH– group can be conjugated with $\pi$-electrons of benzene rings and form the general conjugate system. In spite of the fact that amide groups have flat trans-structure excluding the rotation round C–N bond, the flexibility of chains in polyamides of this structure is caused by the rotation around N–Ph and C–Ph bonds [20]. This case is the reason why uniform collective $\pi$-electronic system seems not to form and, consequently, the polyamide film is dielectric. At the introduction of graphene, the interaction of $\pi$-systems of polyamide fragments and graphene strips is possible. $\pi$-Electronic systems are known to be able approaching for a distance of 3.4 Å, as for example, in aggregates of polymethine dyes [21] and effectively cooperate by the stack mechanism. For effective
interaction between polymer and graphene strips it is necessary for graphene to overlap at least two monomer fragments of polyamide polymer.

Presented in Fig. 4a is the model of such interaction including 2 monomer links and minimal graphene strip consisting of 9 benzene rings of linear acene chain.

For simplicity, it is assumed that for the maximal stack interaction 2-monomer fragment will take on a flat structure. Naturally that graphene energy gap is significantly smaller than in polymer; in the limit it is equal to zero. The calculations of the model proposed show that energy levels of the gap in modeling polymer (2 monomer links) and modeling graphene (a linear chain of 9 benzene rings) mix up, however it can be seen from Fig. 4b that boundary orbitals (highest occupied molecular orbital — HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital — LUMO) are localized in graphene component and only HOMO-3 and LUMO+2 take part in delocalization of π-electrons. The estimation of a polyamide fragment MO-energy shows that the width of an energy gap makes 6.0 eV. In a complex "graphene fragment + polyamide link" the width of an energy gap considerably decreases and makes 4.4 eV. It can be explained by stack interaction of a polyamide link with graphene strip at which there is a filling of polymer energy gap with graphene fragment states that leads to energy barrier reduction.

As a result, in pure polymer, conductivity is impossible because of considerable isolation of separate monomer fragments, while conductivity occurrence can be explained by formation of π-electronic "bridges" between monomer π-electronic sites of polyamide by means of stack interaction between π-systems of polymer and graphene. As a model, the distribution of spin density in the composite at the injection of one unpaired electron in conducting composite is calculated. As can be seen from experimental measurements, conductivity appears only at the applied field. The calculations also show that without the electric field application the spin density is localized only in modeling graphene strip. However, at the applied field with field strength of \(E = 0.001\ V/m\), both components of the composite take part in delocalization of unpaired injected electron. It is clear from the calculation the results of which are shown in Fig. 5a, b.

Hence, conductivity of polyamide doped by graphene can be assumed to arise from forming π-"bridges" between collective systems of π-electrons of both components interacting through the stack mechanism.

So, regulating the content of graphene at the formation of heat-resistant aromatic polyamide-based films it is possible to vary conductivity of such composite materials over a wide range.

4. Conclusions

So, for the first time in the work the composites on the base of aromatic fluorine-containing polyamide and graphene nanoplatelets are obtained. The bilayered structure with the raised content of carbon in the top layer (\(\sim 50\ \mu m\)) is the feature of composites. When studying electroconductivity of the films in gap geometry, conductivity of the top layer at the content of 1 % (wt.) graphene is established to be 100 more than from a substrate. The microstructure of cross-section of the film is studied, local microanalysis is carried out and the raised
content of carbon in the top layer is confirmed. Quantum-chemical simulation of the system "polyamide fragment + graphene strip" is conducted; the energies of boundary and close MO as well as spin density distribution are calculated. In the framework of stack interactions the possible mechanism of electroconductivity in this modeling system is proposed.
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